The PNA-02 PurgeAlarm™ Visual Alarm Indicator is an IP66 rated industrial traffic light style column to convey the alarm status of your PurgEye® Weld Purge Monitor®.

The light column can be mounted through a 23mm diameter hole with a maximum material thickness of 15mm.

As standard, the PNA-02 includes a single red indicator, with 360 degree visibility.

The red indicator will be illuminated only if the PurgEye® alarm is enabled and is reading a value greater than the alarm threshold set by the user.

**FEATURES**

- 360 degree visibility.
- Red warning indicator
- Green ‘ok to weld’ indicator (optional).
- 85dB Sounder (optional).
- IP66 Environmental Protection.
- 1.4m PurgNet data cable.
- Wall mounting with optional bracket.
- PurgeNet™ loop connector for connection of other PurgeNet™ accessories.
OPTIONS (FACTORY FITTED)

PNA-02d-901 Green Indicator
A green indicator can be fitted above the standard red indicator (pictured). The green indicator will illuminate only if the alarm is active and is reading a value lower than the alarm threshold set by the user.

PNA-02d-902 Sounder
A 85dB sounder (2900Hz) is available as an option to provide an audible alarm or instead of the addition red light.

PNA-02d-903 Bracket
Wall mounting bracket.

PNA-02d-904 Extension
One of more 75mm extension piece(s) can be inserted between the base and the red indicator to increase the height of the indicator and improve visibility.

OPTIONS (USER SETTABLE)

Flashing/Solid
Each indicator light and the sounder module include a user settable mode switch to select blinking/pulse